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We demonstrate optical control of the LO phonon-plasmon coupled (LOPC) modes in GaAs by

using a femtosecond pump-pulse pair. The relaxation time of the plasmonlike LOPC mode

significantly depends on the separation time (Dt) of the pump-pulse pair. Especially it is

maximized when Dt becomes simultaneously comparable to the half period of the longitudinal

optical (LO) phonon oscillation and resonant to the 3/4 period of the plasmonlike LOPC

oscillation. We attribute these observations to the modification of carrier-LO phonon scattering and

ballistic motion of the plasmonlike LOPC mode. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics.

[doi:10.1063/1.3562188]

I. INTRODUCTION

Ballistic transport of carriers in semiconductor devices,

such as high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) and field-

effect transistor (FET), possesses a potential issue to realize

terahertz (1012 Hz) ultrahigh-speed operation in telecommu-

nication and optical memory. To date intriguing efforts have

been made to realize the ballistic regime in semiconduc-

tors,1,2 carbon nanotubes,3 and graphene.4 These studies in

semiconductor nanostructures basically rely on the device

structures to have the ballistic condition ‘ > L, where ‘ is the

carrier mean free path length and L is the length of the nano-

structure,1 while ballistic transport of carriers in graphene

would be governed by ambipolar electric field effect.5

Since mobility (l) of carrier transport in semiconductors

is governed by inelastic scattering processes, such as electron-

hole scattering, electron-phonon scattering, and scattering by

defects and disorders,6 another direction to realize the ballistic

regime in semiconductor is to manipulate those scattering

processes in semiconductors without making nanostructure

(Fig. 1). In fact, the ballistic regime for plasma wave propaga-

tion has been examined in a bulk GaAs,2,7 and in metal

surfaces8 after the excitation of electron-hole plasma by femto-

second laser pulses, in which reduction of the electron-phonon

scattering was significantly suggested. In a polar semiconduc-

tor, such as GaAs and InP, Fröhlich-type carrier-LO phonon

scattering plays a major role at room temperature.6,9

In doped semiconductors, such as n -type GaAs, it is well

known that the plasmon and the longitudinal optical (LO)

phonon form a new quasiparticle, the LO phonon-plasmon

coupled (LOPC) mode, through Coulomb interactions.10 At

the high doping levels (ndop � 1:0� 1018cm�3) the upper

branch of the LOPC mode becomes plasmonlike, whose

relaxation is dominated by the decay of carrier plasma.11,12

One of the potential applications of femtosecond laser

pulse sequences is controlling the amplitudes of coherent col-

lective motions of atoms excited in condensed matters.13–15

One can enhance the amplitude of a phonon mode by applying

in-phase pulses, or suppress it by applying out-of-phase
pulses, both of which are observed in real time-domain.

Recently, it has been theoretically pointed out that coherent

control of relaxation of carrier plasma is possible by the irradi-

ation of THz-rate trains of laser pulses with below-gap excita-

tion condition,16,17 while most of the pump-probe experiments

and time-domain simulations have been made with above-gap
excitation in GaAs,7,18–22 where the pump-pulse generates

substantial nonequilibrium carriers in the conduction band

with excess energy. In this condition, one expects that the

firstly generated coherent LOPC modes may be always sup-

pressed by the secondly pump-pulse if the separation time

between the pump-pulses is several hundred femtoseconds.23

In this paper, we report experimentally on the coherent

control of the relaxation time of the plasma-relevant coherent

LO phonon-plasmon coupled mode using a femtosecond

pump-pulse pair in n-GaAs under nearly below-gap excita-

tion condition. The relaxation time of the plasma-relevant

LOPC mode is directly linked to the carrier transport,12,16,17

and therefore, our results are suggestive to a possibility of

realization of near-ballistic regime as a consequence of the

reduction of the electron-phonon scattering.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

To detect the plasmonlike LOPC modes in real time-do-

main, we used an electro-optic (EO) detection24 combined

with a fast scan pump-probe method utilizing a mode-locked

Ti:sapphire laser with a pulse duration of 20 fs, and a center

wavelength of 855 nm (¼1.45 eV). The femtosecond pump-

pulse pair was generated through a Michelson-type interfer-

ometer, in which a closed-loop piezo stage was installed to

adjust the time separation (Dt) of the two pump-pulses to a

precision of <0.1 fs. The average power of each pump-beam

was fixed at 30 mW, while that of the probe was kept at 3

mW. The maximum photo-excited carrier density by the

each pump-pulse was estimated to be nexc¼ 4 � 1017 cm�3

from the pump power density (60 lJ/cm2) and the absorptiona)Electronic mail: mhase@bk.tsukuba.ac.jp.
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coefficient. The sample used was Si-doped n-type GaAs with

a doped carrier density of ndop¼ 1.0 6 0.3 � 1018 cm�3,

which is larger than nexc. Upon the doped carrier concentra-

tion of ndop¼ 1:0 � 1018 cm�3, the Burstein-Moss effect

would shift the band-gap energy in n-GaAs to higher energy

of �1.45–1.48 eV from the original value (1.43 eV at 295 K)

(Ref. 25). By this effect, our laser can stand at nearly below-
gap excitation condition, although the phase-breaking scat-

tering of virtual excitations can create the Urbach tail in the

absorption line of an order of several meV,26 generating

small free-streaming current in the depletion region. The

transient EO reflectivity change (DReo=R) was recorded as a

function of the time delay (s) at room temperature (295 K).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

As shown in Fig. 2, the signal observed in n-GaAs with

the single pump-pulse exhibits a beating oscillation, which

has been commonly obtained by the similar pump-probe

experiments19–21 and assigned to the coexistence of the LO

phonon and the lower branch (LOPC-) of the LOPC modes.

The coherent LO phonon is excited in the depletion region

(d¼ 0 � 100 nm), while the LOPC modes are excited in both

depletion and bulk region.19–21 When the sample is excited

with pump-pulse pair, the constructive and destructive gener-

ation of coherent phonons is observed. Especially, a high fre-

quency coherent oscillation (see the inset of Fig. 2) becomes

evident up to s � 300 fs when Dt is 60.2 fs, whose oscillation

period is �70 fs (¼14.3 THz). This mode appears to be the

higher branch of the LOPC mode (LOPCþ) as seen in the

corresponding Fourier transformed (FT) spectra, Fig. 3,

which is converted from the time-domain data just after the

second pump-pulse excitation to exclude any coherent artifact

originating from the period of the pump-pulse pair. The

almost complete destructive interference of the coherent LO

FIG. 2. (Color online) The DReo=R signals for n-GaAs obtained by each sin-

gle pump (bottom) and pump-pulse pairs with two different Dts. The inset

shows the enlargement of the oscillation with Dt¼ 60.2 fs after subtraction

of the exponentially decaying electronic background. The vertical arrows

represent the temporal position of the pump-pulses.

FIG. 3. (Color online) The FT spectra obtained from the time-domain data

in Fig. 2. With single pump excitation, the LO phonon (8.8 THz), the

LOPC- mode (7.8 THz), and the very weak LOPCþ mode (13 THz) are

observed. The black thick lines around the LOPCþ mode represent the fit of

the data with the Lorenz function. The upper inset describes LOPC frequen-

cies as a function of the total carrier density nt. The solid curves are the fre-

quencies of the LOPCþ and LOPC- modes calculated by the equilibrium

model of Ref 10. The horizontal dashed lines are the frequencies of the bare

LO (8.8 THz) and TO (8.0 THz) phonons, while the plasma frequency (xp)

depends linearly on n
1=2
t .

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the coherent control of the ampli-

tude of the LO phonon and subsequent manipulation of the carrier transport

in the case of the large amplitude LO phonon, in which the carrier mean free

path length ‘ satisfies ‘ � ‘th, with ‘th the thermal mean free path length. (b)

The case of the small amplitude LO phonon, in which ‘ satisfies ‘ � ‘th. TLO

is the time period of the LO phonon.
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phonon observed in Fig. 3 (Dt ¼ 60.2 fs) may imply generat-

ing a similar condition to phonon cooling near the surface of

the sample.27 As shown in the inset of Fig. 3, the frequencies

of the LOPC modes are in good agreement with the calcula-

tion within the experimental errors under the condition that

the total carrier density nt is the sum of the doped- and

photoexcited-carriers (nt ¼ ndop þ nexc) (Refs. 19 and 20).

Careful curve fitting with a Lorenz function to the FT data

at various Dts enables us to estimate the relaxation time of the

LOPCþ mode by using the relation between the linewidth

and the relaxation time,28,29 that changes from 180 6 20 to

235 6 20 fs, depending on the value of Dt. The relaxation

time of the coherent LOPCþ mode in highly doped n-GaAs

obtained under the above-gap excitation was 135 6 15 fs at

nt � 1:1 � 1018 cm�3,12 and 130 6 40 fs at nt � 1:2 � 1018

cm�3 (Ref. 30). Comparing these values with the relaxation

time obtained in the present study indicates that the nearly

below-gap excitation makes the relaxation slightly longer.

Figure 4 plots the relaxation time of the plasmonlike

LOPCþ mode together with the FT intensity of the coherent

LO phonon as the function of the separation time Dt. The

relaxation time exhibits a maximum at Dt � 64 fs, while the

amplitude of the LO phonon shows minimum at Dt � 54 fs.

The latter effect can be understood in terms of the destructive

interference of the coherent LO phonon as observed in

GaAs14 and other materials.15 The value of Dt � 64 fs is sig-

nificantly close to the characteristic time of (3/4) TLOPCþ
(¼ 57.8 fs), at which the LOPCþ oscillation reaches its maxi-

mum (when assuming the LOPCþ mode is a sinelike oscilla-

tion). To investigate the oscillatory phase of the LOPCþ
mode, we fit the time-domain data of the single pump

[labeled 1; bottom in Fig. 2] with damped harmonic oscillations

(not shown), and as the results, the sinelike phase was con-

firmed for the LOPCþ and LOPC- modes. On the contrary,

the cosinelike phase was observed for the LO mode, being

consistent with the previous result.31 According to Ref. 23, if

Dt does not match a maximum of the oscillation of the LOPC

modes, the oscillation is suppressed and the ballistic motion

cannot be obtained. On the contrary, Dt matching a maximum

of the oscillation would give long-surviving motion, suggest-

ing Dt¼ (3/4) TLOPCþ should be a necessary condition for bal-

listic motion of the LOPCþ mode. Thus, the enhancement of

the relaxation time at Dt � 64 fs satisfies approximately both

conditions; (i) minimum LO phonon amplitude (Dt � TLO/2),

and (ii) ballistic motion of the LOPCþ mode by coherent

excitation with Dt � (3/4) TLOPCþ.

IV. DISCUSSION

A plausible reason for the enhancement of the relaxation

time is reduction of the Fröhlich-type carrier-LO phonon

scattering due to minimizing the LO phonon amplitude,

which would occur at the value of Dt � 57.5 fs (¼TLO/2)

(see Fig. 1). At room temperature (295 K), however, there is

a substantial thermal population of LO phonons, which inter-

act with the plasmonlike LOPC mode and would contribute

to its relaxation. This contribution might be much stronger

than the contribution of the coherent LO phonon generated

and manipulated optically. In order to check these possibil-

ities, we consider the ratio of the total number of the coher-

ent LO phonons ncoh to the total number of the LO phonons

as given by,32

AðTÞ ¼ ncoh

ncoh þ nincohðTÞ
; (1)

where nincohðTÞ is the number of thermal (incoherent) LO pho-

nons expressed by nincohðTÞ ¼ n0=½expð�hxLO=kBTÞ � 1��1
. In

the case of the GaAs-like LO phonon the ratio ncoh=n0 was

experimentally obtained to be 0.091 at 1 lJ/cm2.32 Conse-

quently we would expect ncoh=n0 � 1 (maximum coherence)

in our case (60 lJ/cm2). Then we found from Eq. (1) that the

ratio of the coherent LO phonon is A (T¼ 295 K) � 0.78. It

follows that the ratio of the thermal LO phonon is 1- A
(T¼ 295 K) � 0.22. Although there is the constant thermal

population of LO phonons as estimated above, the contribu-

tion of the coherent LO phonon is enough to affect the relaxa-

tion of the plasmonlike LOPC mode under our experimental

condition.

Based on the above investigations, we argue overall

understanding of the enhancement of the relaxation time of

the LOPCþ mode in more details. In the case of the thermal

LO phonon, high enough temperatures enable all LO pho-

nons to participate in the Fröhlich-type carrier-LO phonon

scattering process, which involves the absorption and emis-

sion of LO phonons; the interaction occurs very often at

room temperature, and then reduces the mobility.6,9 To link

this scenario with our case, we are controlling the amplitude

of the coherent LO phonon [A (T¼ 295 K) � 78% in the

maximum] by the optical means, instead of changing the lat-

tice temperature, leading to the reduction of the probability

of scattering events if the amplitude of the coherent LO

FIG. 4. (Color online) Relaxation time of the plasmonlike LOPCþ mode

together with the peak intensity of the LO phonon as a function of the

separation time Dt. The LOPCþ mode cannot be separately observed when

Dt � 40 fs, and Dt � 90 fs due to the stronger spectral tail by the LO mode.

The thick curve corresponds to the fit of the data with a Gaussian function to

estimate the maximum position of the relaxation time, while that for the LO

intensity is a guide for the eyes with a cosine function.
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phonon becomes minimum, where A (T¼ 295 K) � 0. Addi-

tionally, the synchronization of free-streaming current by the

second pump-pulse would lead to the condition of another

ballistic motion of plasmons, leading to the subsequent for-

mation of the ballistic motion of the plasmonlike LOPCþ
mode, whose oscillation persists up to s � 300 fs, as uncov-

ered in the inset of Fig. 2.

Note that other scattering processes than the Fröhlich-

type carrier-phonon scattering cannot contribute to the “Dt
dependence” at room temperature because the arrival time of

the second pump-pulse changes only the amplitude of the

LO phonon, and not change carrier density, defect density,

and amplitude of acoustic phonons within the time scale of a

few hundred femtoseconds.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have obtained the enhancement of

the relaxation time of the plasmonlike LOPCþ mode

through the coherent control of the amplitude of both the LO

phonon and plasmonlike LOPC modes in n-GaAs by use of

the femtosecond pump-pulse pair. This effect would be

attributed to the two possible origins, that is the minimum

Fröhlich-type carrier-LO phonon scattering and ballistic

motion of the plasmonlike LOPCþ mode, induced by coher-

ent excitation with the ultimate condition of Dt � TLO/2

�(3/4) TLOPCþ.
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